Volunteering with Us
YWAM Mobay information package

About Volunteers
Our volunteer window for individuals is very
flexible. Persons may come from one week to six months to
serve with our ministry, joining in with whatever we have going
on at the time. Some volunteers have a specific vision of what
they want to do, while some simply come with the hopes of
spending more time with our staff and with locals in a variety of
service opportunities. Regardless of the category you fit into,
there is room for you here!

How to Volunteer
Fill out a volunteer application form
Submit 3 completed character reference forms
Have a short interview with personnel
Set your dates!

Areas we most need Volunteers:
Grounds & Maintenance: we have extensive grounds and a pool and
orchard to maintain.

Housekeeping & hospitality: we generally have a constant stream of
teams or camps going on that we need to maintain our housing for.

Media: Graphics, Videography and Photography: we constantly
need volunteers with skills to document what we are doing and help us
to keep our promos current.

Youth Camps: really short term volunteers can serve us meaningfully
for a week or more by getting involved with our camps.

Volunteer Tasks
What a volunteer can participate in depends greatly on the time of
year. Jan-March and June are our teams months, giving all volunteers
greater access to hosting teams, off-base ministries, and Homes of
Hope.
May and July are times we do more on base ministry such as events,
seminars, and youth camps. That means volunteers during these times
will work more as event staff, hospitality and grounds maintenance
crew.
The last quarter of the year is our training time of year with our DTS.
Volunteers may audit some classes, work with the DTS students on
grounds, as well as housekeeping tasks. That means mostly on-base
service is required.

Volunteer Prices
The longer you serve, the less
you pay!
Category A- $40USD nightly, or
$450USD first month.
Category B- $25USD nightly, or
$300USD first month
All volunteers pay $300USD
for the second month onwards.

What do these prices include?
At this time, our nightly or monthly fees cover housing,
utilities, and one hot meal during the week. Like Staff,
all volunteers are responsible for their own breakfast
and supper weekly, as well as weekend meals. Kitchen
access is granted for volunteers to stock and prep own
meals.
All groceries, transportation and recreation fees are up
to the discretionary budget of the volunteer, and must
be included in the funds they raise to serve.

Expectations
Volunteers agree to the dress code and
behavioural expectations of all our team mates.
Volunteers pay their own way up front, just like
our staff.
Volunteers come to serve, not be served.
Volunteers serve from 3-5days weekly, depending
on time frame agreed to in acceptance interview.

